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UCIC/Q/7/03/2021

Quotation Notice
Procurement of Foreign Language Learning Pack for Online language
Learning Programme
Sealed quotations in original are invited from Individuals or groups or firms’ for the supply
of Foreign Language Learning pack Pack to provide on-line language learning/reference
facility to promote outward student mobility. Short terms programs of 30 to 40 hours
duration are expected from each pack which will equip the students to sit for various
accredited tests in corresponding domain. Various types of learning pack expected in the
following languages which contain preferably video/audio lessons, mock test and
assessment, follow ups and doubts clearing session or discussion forums.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

English
French
German
Spanish
Chinese
Arabic
Russian
……….

The cover containing the quotations should be super scribed with "UCIC – Procurement of
Foreign Language Learning Pack” and the same should be reached the undersigned on or
before 15/03/2021 2.30 pm. The Quotations will be opened at 3 pm on the same day.
Conditions
1. Cost per pack proposed should be shown.
2. Once procured the package, University will have the full ownership/copy right on it.
3. Number of students where subsidized training/evaluations/support can be given in
the first year and the rate per student after first year should also be given.
4. Sufficient document/demonstration should be enclosed to show the usefulness of the
package for the above stated purpose.
5. The amount quoted should cover all other expenses related with including tax if any.
6. The language pack should be capable of uploading in the server computer in
proposed language learning lab where students can learn from it through network.
7. The item has to supplied within 7 days once work order has issued.
8. Since the course participants includes foreign students, the proposed content should
meet international standards.
9. Payment will be done only after successful installation of the created courses in the
UCIC computer lab for Foreign language learning.
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